Dr. Josh Axe presented the second talk on Sunday morning (the last day of this event). His talk is entitled: “7 Advanced strategies for healing cancer naturally”.

I hope that people reading this report know what GMO means – it is Genetically-modified Organisms which were placed in corn, soy, tomatoes and now other produce. This gene placement allowed Monsanto to spray ever more pesticides onto crops fed to animals raised for meat, and to human beings. Studies were generally done for very short times and with one exposure. There were some studies done where mice were ONLY fed GMO and these animals showed tumors and other health issues. Monstanto is a very powerful company that is right now trying to sell its toxic products to Bayer (a ‘health’ company). Try to AVOID GMO-laden food though in the United States, unlike most of the world, these products are NOT labeled. Some companies have used the Non-GMO label that is respected. If you can, eat ORGANIC, whenever possible. Free-range raised animals are the ONLY safe ones if you are a meat eater. AVOID deli meats which have been implicated in many cancers. Dr. Axe often gives talks online about Essential oils – below he reminds us of some.

The next series of talks were “Bio-identical hormone replacement therapy: a brief review” along with “Anti-carcinogenic and pro-carcinogenic metabolites of testosterone and estrogen” plus “Iodine kills breast cancer: a brief review” by Dr. Jonathan Wright, and a talk by Dr. Judy Mikovits “Plague: lessons learned from 4 decades of retroviral research and immune therapy”. I listened to a talk by Dr. Bill Elliot Cham on “Plant-derived glycoalkaloids in cancer treatment; from the lab to the clinic”. Dr. Cham showed the progression of studies that led to the introduction of a product that makes a
difference in skin cancer, and breast cancers. The topical application brings tumors out from the skin – they fall off. I actually heard about this product over twenty years ago – and bought it. Never used it and it may even still be in my medicine cabinet (not supposed to store this kind of thing I know:)

The group conducted many animal studies and showed that their product could be injected into tumors. This has not become a method with humans. Below are findings from Phase III clinical trials (humans) with skin cancer. Product is Curaderm.
And here are a few slides with pictures of treated people: Interestingly the situation looks worse BEFORE it gets better.
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The next speaker I heard was Thomas Lodi, MD who has also spoken at an Annie Appleseed Project conference. His topic: “Cancer is the response, not the cause”. Opposite his talk was one by Dr. Edward Group: “The secret to health”, and Paul Barattiero “Healing with Hydrogen”.

He also works out of Thailand.

On Sunday afternoon there was a discussion between KC & Monica Craichy (she’s a cancer survivor) and Mike Adams “Restoring Hope: an intimate conversation on navigating the land mines of life and health”.

The next sessions included Dr. Daniel Nuzum “Nature’s medicine chest, plant medicine and detoxification”
Sadly I missed the last two sets of talks due to my airline reservation. Those were “The Holistic doctors deaths in North America and beyond” by Erin Elizabeth, “Beat cancer God’s way”, Dr. Eric Zielinski, and “The science of wellness: restoring your health” Dr Howard Fisher. The final speaker was Jordin Rubin “Planet Heal thyself”. During the event, raffles were drawn and names called to win various giveaway items (dietary supplements and CDs).